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2 Influence of G. Kazinczy in the Structural Analysis
3 of Long Cylindrical Roof Shells
4 Mónica Martínez Martínez1; Gonzalo García-Rosales González-Fierro2;
5 Enrique Castaño Perea3; and Alberto Lastra Sedano41

6 Abstract: This work is devoted to the study of the beam method in cylindrical shells from a mathematical point of view. We mainly focus on
7 the methodological contribution by the engineer G. Kazinczy, well known by his influence on the Theory of Plasticity, in order to illustrate the
8 structural calculation of long cylindrical reinforced concrete roof shells. Kazinczy’s methodological contribution to their structural calculation
9 was developed at a time when attempts were being made to make computations in a rigorous manner, applying the mathematical mechanism

10 of the theory of elasticity. The method is more feasible than the analytical method from the computational point of view, and it is based on
11 the study of various states of equilibrium used by Kazinczy in his analysis of these structures. DOI: 10.1061/(ASCE)SC.1943-5576.0000627.
12 © 2021 American Society of Civil Engineers.

13 Author keywords: G. Kazinczy; Shells; Beam method; Structural calculation of long cylindrical roof shells; Reinforced concrete shells;
14 Study of states of equilibrium.

15 3 Introduction

16 The4 study of shell structures and their structural mechanics is nowa-
17 days of great interest both in Mathematics and architecture (Malek
18 and Williams 2017; Levy 2017). The nineteenth century saw
19 extraordinary changes in construction technology. The method
20 used in structural analysis, based on trial and error, was replaced
21 by the scientific method. This caused a transformation on the
22 knowledge regarding the behaviour of structures. From then on,
23 the structural engineers of the time were interested in determining
24 and calculating the real state of structures, prior to their execution,
25 and the theory of elasticity was based on this idea. As a matter of
26 fact, the development of mathematical calculations of structures has
27 been related directly to the development of Mathematics (Falter
28 2015).
29 In 1826, the French engineer and physicist Claude-Louis Navier
30 published his Leçon, which laid the foundations for the Theory of
31 Elasticity, and provided the contemporary engineers with a precise
32 mathematical and logical instrument for carrying out structural cal-
33 culations, while providing some certainty in the results. As a result,

34the elastic-linear philosophy was unchallengeable for a century and
35a half, despite the fact that although it was finally possible to solve
36the complex systems of equations resulting from the application of
37the analytical theory, the solutions could not represent the correct
38behaviour of the structure, and in short, were not meaningful. This
39was all because the new material which had emerged in the con-
40struction sphere in the late nineteenth century, reinforced concrete,
41did not comply with the assumptions of Hooke’s law, and because it
42was impossible to know the “real” state of the structure beforehand.
43Although the hypotheses of elastic theory seemed reasonable,
44by the early twentieth century some engineers were beginning to
45doubt whether the trivial and unpredictable faults and imperfections
46of the structures could really affect their strength. Based on this
47reasoning, the accuracy of the calculation of elastic stresses began
48to be called into question when the “real” strength of a structure
49was being calculated. More precisely, the point requiring consid-
50eration was being addressed, since what needed to be prevented
51were the conditions in which the structure collapsed.
52In this context, more than two hundred years after the tests per-
53formed on fixed-end beams by the French physicist Edme Mariotte,
54the Hungarian engineer Gábor Kazinczy appeared on the scene in
551914. Kazinczy based his calculations not only on theories, but also
56on empirical data obtained from tests. Studying the results of the
57deformations, he defined the concept of the “hinge” as a residual
58break that occurs in the embedded beam. Three of them were re-
59quired for the structure to collapse. As a result, and without dimin-
60ishing the importance of the application of analytical theory, the
61calculation of elastic stresses became less important when predict-
62ing the real strength of a structure. In the case that the implemen-
63tation was made using a ductile material, then no dependence on
64the elastic stress threshold at a point could be observed. Instead, the
65dependence appeared on an unacceptable increasement in the de-
66formations due to the action of the loads.
67Based on these arguments, scholars in the field such as
68Kazinczy, Kist, Maier-Leibnitz and Melan, began to investigate
69in the 1930s other calculation methods, not as the product of the-
70ories based on elastic calculations, but as a consequence of signifi-
71cant inconsistencies between elastic calculations and the results of
72tests carried out on real structures.
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73 At the same time, in the construction sphere after the First World
74 War, long cylindrical roof shells became increasingly widespread
75 as types of structures capable of covering large spans with minimal
76 costs of the material used - reinforced concrete. A new construction
77 system thereby emerged, which had a geometry which was ideal for
78 covering utilitarian spaces, such as stations, warehouses, factories
79 and hangars, etc.; in short, spaces with large spans that had previ-
80 ously been executed in steel. The first long cylindrical reinforced
81 concrete shell appeared in Germany in 1924, in the roof of a build-
82 ing that was to be used as a factory by the company Zeiss.

83 Research Significance

84 Although much has been written about the contribution by the Hun-
85 garian engineer G.V. Kazinczy as regards of his studies of plastic-
86 ity, this work aims to deal with his simultaneous contribution to the
87 structural calculation of long cylindrical roof shells. This study will
88 not attempt to undermine the analytical method applied to these
89 types of structures, but instead to fill a gap in the existing knowl-
90 edge of the application of other simpler calculation methods, and
91 specifically the so-called Beam Method. This method, which was
92 based on the study of different states of equilibrium, enabled
93 G. Kazinczy to carry out a clear, simple and safe structural analysis
94 of these types in 1949, as we will outline below.
95 Throughout the history of structures several studies have emerged
96 that address this problem (Assan 2002; Suanno et al. 2003; Chen
97 2007; Chandrasekaran, Gupta and Carannante 2009; Jawad 2015;
98 Pophare and Jadhav 2017).
99 The present work tries to deepen in the methodological contri-

100 bution of G. Kazinczy to the structural calculation of these typol-
101 ogies in a moment in which they were tried to be calculated, in a
102 rigorous and “real” way, applying the mathematical mechanism of
103 the theory of elasticity. It will be necessary to explain and demon-
104 strate how the long cylindrical roof shells were analyzed using
105 other simpler methods, as reliable as the analytical method. One
106 of them is the so-called beam method, based on the study of differ-
107 ent equilibrium states, and used by Kazinczy in the analysis of these
108 structures.

109 Studies of States of Equilibrium in Reinforced
110 Concrete Structures

111 Until the 1920s, and in Germany in particular, the structural behav-
112 iour of reinforced concrete shells were studied as if they were
113 “membranes”. These studies found that if the stresses in a thin but
114 sufficiently rigid shell were only compressive, tensile and tangen-
115 tial, were all contained within its thickness and there were no bend-
116 ing stresses at any point, then the sheet could be very thin - with a
117 thickness of only a few centimetres - for its shape and support con-
118 ditions to meet certain basic conditions. Reinforced concrete was
119 obviously the material that complied with this mathematical and
120 construction model, as it contained reinforcements to counteract
121 tensile and shear stresses. Subsequently, given the construction re-
122 quirements of long cylindrical shells, it became necessary to de-
123 velop the mathematical theory taking into account the effects of
124 bending. Elastic Theory was applied due to its widespread use
125 in the structural calculations of the time. The mathematical formu-
126 lation provided by the analytical theory was also applied to the
127 structural calculation of the long cylindrical shells, without any
128 analysis of the characteristics of the new construction material
129 used.
130 However, it was impossible to apply elastic theory to shells in
131 practice, as this involved solving complex eighth-order differential

132equations, based on unreal hypotheses about the surrounding con-
133ditions and the structural material used. All these hypotheses in-
134volved either assuming real conditions that were impossible to
135ascertain beforehand, or referred to an ideal, homogeneous and iso-
136topic material, when reinforced concrete has none of those proper-
137ties. In any case, it was impossible to guarantee that the state of
138stress obtained in the shell represented the “real state” of the struc-
139ture. As a consequence, some insurmountable inconsistencies ap-
140peared when comparing the results obtained from the elastic
141calculation and the results under real conditions and in tests.
142G. Kazinczy began to perform tests on reinforced concrete struc-
143tures in the 1930s. In 1933, he published an article on the plasticity
144of reinforced concrete (Kazinczy 1933), in which he proposed the
145concept of redistribution at moments of uniaxial bending, based on
146the plastic behaviour of both steel and concrete.
147The first Congress of the IABSE (International Association for
148Bridge and Structural Engineering) was held in Paris in 1932, and
149was followed by the Second Congress LABSE, in 1936, held in
150Berlin. The latter event turned out to be decisive, as eight papers
151on the theory of plasticity were presented, including those by the
152engineers Melan (1936) and Maier-Leibnitz (1936), which cited the
153studies previously carried out by Kazinczy (1913, 1933) 5. In the first
154lecture, Melan explained the non-linear stress-deformation relation-
155ship for an ideal plastic material, and in the second, Maier-Leibnitz
156presented the results obtained from tests on continuous beams with
157three supports subjected to the action of an external load, while the
158central support was moved upwards or downwards. As Kazinczy
159had done three years earlier, Maier-Leibnitz showed that the col-
160lapse of the structure did not depend on the different levelling of
161the supports, as elastic theory maintained, but instead on the ap-
162pearance of a sufficient number of hinges to constitute a mecha-
163nism. The ultimate strength therefore did not depend on possible
164imperfections that could arise during the construction, such as poor
165levelling in the supports.
166Kazinczy attended the Berlin Congress and published a short
167article for the final proceedings (Kazinczy 1936). Kazinczy insisted
168on the importance of considering plastic deformation in order to
169determine the true load-bearing capacity of statically indeterminate
170structures, as it was greater than that obtained according to the
171theory of elasticity (Kazinczy 1936). He referred to this new cal-
172culation method, which he called the “theory of plastic equilib-
173rium” as a method in which the permanent stresses are taken
174into account, in contrast to the theory of elasticity, in which only
175elastic stresses are taken into consideration.
176Despite the importance of these studies based on the equilibrium
177of stresses, structures - and long cylindrical shells in particular -
178continued to be calculated according to the elastic theory. This
179is apparent in the papers which were also contributed to this
180congress by the engineers Dischinger (1936) and Finsterwalder
181(1936).

182States of Equilibrium in the Structural Analysis of
183Long Cylindrical Roof Shells

184The fundamental theorems of plasticity presented by Gvozdev
185(1936), 6and published in 1952 by Prager, preceded the work by
186Gilman who used a distribution of normal forces in reinforced con-
187crete that was different to the distribution established by elastic
188theory in a long cylindrical shell (Gilman 1938). Gilman proposed
189applying a simple calculation method consisting of likening the
190shell to a reinforced concrete beam, and using three different elas-
191ticity moduli instead of just one: one for the concrete when it is

© ASCE 2 Pract. Period. Struct. Des. Constr.
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192 subjected to compression stresses, another when it is under tensile
193 stresses, and finally, a third for the reinforcement (Fig. 1).
194 Other investigations of the structural analysis of long cylindrical
195 roof shells using a method based on the study of states of equilib-
196 rium were carried out by the Danish engineers K.W. Johansen and
197 H. Lundgren in 1944 and 1949.
198 The literature related to these types of structural calculation be-
199 fore the publication of the book Cylindrical Shell by H. Lundgren
200 in 1949, contained very few studies of the problem, apart from
201 membrane theory and above all, the theory of elasticity. However,
202 in view of the practically unsolvable nature of the eighth-order dif-
203 ferential equations that arose from the application of elastic theory,
204 different patterns emerged which were linked to achieving some
205 degree of simplification of the analytical tools. These included
206 those proposed between 1936 and 1940, by W. Flügge, R. Vallette,

207H. Schorer, U. Finsterwalder and A.A. Jakobsen. In all of them, the
208authors proposed the beam method as a means of simplification,
209but within the theoretical framework of the theory of elasticity.
210It was assumed that ideal shells were being used, i.e., they had been
211constructed using a material that conformed to Hooke’s law, and
212that the entire shell therefore had a single modulus of linear
213elasticity.
214The major change took place in 1944, when the engineer Knud
215Winstrup Johansen published an article in which he analysed the
216structure of long cylindrical shells (Johansen 1944). The shell, built
217in 1938, was part of the roof of the restaurant of the General Broad-
218casting Corporation used by the film industry in Copenhagen
219(Statsradiofonien 1946), and its calculation was based solely on
220the equilibrium equations approach, enabling a simple and accurate
221calculation.
222Johansen performed the calculation for the shell using the beam
223method, based on the hypothesis that the shell acts as if it were a
224reinforced concrete beam with a straight, hollow and circular cross-
225section. The novelty of this method lies in its proposed linear dis-
226tribution of stresses for the compressions in the concrete, for a neu-
227tral axis determined in the section, and another for the tensile
228stresses; it only considers the stresses arising from the reinforce-
229ment of the concrete section which are concentrated in the two
230areas located on the edges of the shell, which have an identical
231value (Martínez 2019). With these assumptions in mind, Johansen
232therefore moved away from the theory of elasticity used for an
233ideal, homogeneous and isotropic material.
234Longitudinally, the state of equilibrium in the shell is achieved
235by transferring the stress from the areas under most strain to the
236areas under least strain (Martínez 2019); this all depends on the
237transverse geometry of the shell, the location of the neutral axis
238and the various provisions chosen for the reinforcement. The lever
239arm is obtained by selecting a neutral line in the cross-section of the
240shell, and the internal stresses are counteracted with the moments
241due to the loads (Fig. 2). The reinforcement area required for this
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F1:1 Fig. 1. Diagram of stresses in a long cylindrical shell. Diagram of si-
F1:2 milarity between a reinforced concrete beam and a long cylindrical
F1:3 Shell. (Adapted from7 Gilman 1938.)
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242 particular state of equilibrium is computed following direct argu-
243 ments. This is one solution to the problem, albeit not the only one.
244 Given a cross-sectional geometry, it is therefore possible to study
245 any state of the structure in which equilibrium between the acting
246 forces occurs.
247 Similarly, both the shear stresses and the reinforcement neces-
248 sary are calculated in the same way as in a concrete beam in the
249 cross-sectional analysis of the shell. The transverse moments due to
250 tangential stresses are obtained by statics, considering the balance
251 in a transverse strip of uniform length subject to the vertical loads
252 acting on it (Fig. 3); and the difference between the shear forces in
253 both cross-sections that border the edge. This difference is consid-
254 ered to be unitary forces tangential to the cross-section (Martínez
255 2019).
256 Johansen succeeded in calculating a situation of equilibrium in
257 the shell which was a safe solution satisfying the material yield
258 condition. It was possible because it was constructed with a ductile
259 material, and in the absence of problems of instability.
260 The studies begun by Johansen (1944, 1948) were followed by
261 the publication of the book Cylindrical Shell by H. Lundgren in
262 1949, in which the author formulated a theory based on the equi-
263 librium approach that was practical, clear and simple to apply
264 (Lundgren 1949). Lundgren, an engineer who designed laminar
265 structures at the Danish company Christiant & Nielsen, had noted
266 the difficulty in the contemporary literature with understanding the
267 calculation methods applied to these types of structure, due to the
268 mathematical complexity involved in the analytical method. For
269 this reason, he considered the beam method to be the best approach
270 for calculating a long reinforced concrete cylindrical shell, in which
271 the degree of accuracy depends on the magnitude of the transverse
272 bending moments compared to normal forces. In other words, if the
273 load acting on the shell is distributed in such a way as to provide
274 moments with small values, the approach is quite accurate in com-
275 parison with the results obtained when using analytical theory. Like
276 Johansen’s approach (Martínez 2019), the mathematical process
277 used by Lundgren is based on the study of systems of equilibrium
278 of forces to resolve internal stresses, considering the characteristic
279 yield of reinforced concrete.

280Lundgren’s theory was disseminated in Spanish in 1973, in the
281book published by Juan Antonio Tonda Magallón (Tonda 1973;
282Martínez 2018) 8, an architect who worked with Felix Candela,
283who also used this method (Martínez 2018).

284Calculation Methodology: Kazinczy and the
285Application of the Beam Method to Cylindrical
286Shells

287In 1949, G. Kazinczy was designing sawtooth cylindrical shells for
288the Construction Department at the Swedish studio Kooperativa
289Förbundets Arkitektkontor (Office of the Cooperative Association
290of Architecture and Engineering). It was at this point when he ap-
291plied the method formulated by K.W. Johansen and subsequently
292developed by H. Lundgren to his designs.
293In the same year, Kazinczy published an article on the calcula-
294tion of long cylindrical reinforced concrete shells, in which he ap-
295plied the beam method based on the study of possible states of
296equilibrium (Kazinczy 1949). In this paper, Kazinczy argues that
297analytical methods are responsible for the beginning of the end of
298the construction of long cylindrical roof shells. These types were
299replaced by others that were less economical from a constructive
300point of view, but which nevertheless required less mathematical
301knowledge to solve the equations arising from the mathematical
302development based on the theoretical framework of the theory
303of elasticity.
304Kazinczy proposes the following assumptions as the basis for
305calculating these typologies:
306• Concrete does not bear tensile stresses.
307• In elements subjected to bending, the compressive stresses are
308proportional to the distance to the neutral axis at each point in
309the section.
310• In areas with shear stresses, some tensile stresses are permitted.
311Moreover, these are actual oblique tensile stresses.
312• If the tensile forces are greater than the admissible forces, they
313are entirely absorbed by the reinforcement.
314When justifying the calculation, Kazinczy states that if the
315length of the shell is between 2 and 2.5 times its width, the error
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F3:1 Fig. 3.Obtaining tangential moments: (a) tangential moments due to shear forces; (b) tangential moments due to the external loadP; and (c) tangential
F3:2 moments due to reactions in the pillars. (Adapted from Johansen 1944.)
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316 caused by likening the shell to a concrete beam and comparing the
317 results with those obtained analytically is negligible. On the other
318 hand, the proposed method is not sensitive to deviations from the
319 assumed distribution in terms of compressive stresses.
320 Like Johansen and Lundgren, Kazinczy based the method on the
321 search for an ideal state of equilibrium between the stresses and
322 loads acting on the shell; this means that it is necessary to determine
323 the location of the neutral axis. When the deformations and the
324 stresses in the reinforcements are equal, the neutral axis is horizon-
325 tal, whereas in sawtooth shells the neutral axis will be inclined. The
326 compressive stresses are above the neutral axis, while the tensile
327 stresses are below it, absorbed by the reinforcements (Fig. 4); it
328 is more economical to locate them as far as possible from the neu-
329 tral axis; and of course, to consider different elasticity moduli in
330 the shell.
331 The distribution of the reinforcement required in both areas of
332 the shell will be such that the sum of the compressive forces is equal
333 to the sum of the tensile forces, and its resulting torque will in turn
334 be equal to the moment of the external forces; in the same way as it
335 occurs in a concrete beam:

Z
σbdAb ¼ σarmAarm ð1Þ

M ¼ σarmAarmht ð2Þ

336 where the total area of the reinforcement is:

Aarm;sup þ Aarm;inf ¼ M
σarmht

¼ Nx

σarm
ð3Þ

337 In order to determine h it is necessary to know the value of the
338 height, as well as the position of the neutral axis (Fig. 4). Although
339 the precise calculation to obtain the position of the neutral axis was
340 described by Johansen (1944), the value of the compressive stresses
341 is always well below the admissible level. Its impact on the position
342 of the centre of mass of the compressions can be considered neg-
343 ligible, and a position for the neutral axis that is considered valid
344 can be assumed. If an optimum result is finally not obtained, the
345 axis can always be displaced again in order to achieve a more
346 optimal and safer structure. During the first attempt, in order to
347 avoid major errors, the same compressive stresses should be as-
348 sumed to occur as those that would appear in the shell if it were
349 a rectangular beam; with the same height, but with a width of
350 (Fig. 4): 2100 δ2

b cm.

351Longitudinal Calculation of the Shell

352By modelling the cross section of the shell (Fig. 5), following the
353shell-beam analogy and having obtained the value of the total ex-
354ternal load, qz, the moment value and maximum shear would be as
355follows:

Mz ¼
1

8
qzl2; QZ ¼ qzl

2
ð4Þ

356The value of the maximum stress in the concrete section is
357given by:

σx ¼
Mz

Izz
Z ð5Þ

358The value of this bending moment is resisted by the internal
359stresses; as such, it is necessary to calculate the magnitude of
360the stresses in order to determine the amount of reinforcement re-
361quired in the shell. The values of these stresses depend in turn on
362the lever arm, the distance between the centre of compressions and
363tensions (Fig. 5).
364The result of the normal stresses in the longitudinal direction of
365the shell, Nx, is given by the expression:

Nx ¼
MZ

Izz
SzðS0Þ ð6Þ

366SzðS0Þ represents the static moment of the area determined with
367respect to the axial axis. Accordingly, the value of the necessary
368area for reinforcement would be immediate after the operation:

A ¼ Nx

σadm steal
ð7Þ

369The following abbreviations are considered in Fig. 5 (see Nota-
370tion List):
3712φ0: opening angle of the shell.
372η: distance between the crown, or upper point of the shell, and
373the centre of gravity of the shell, which is given by the expression
374(Lundgren 1949, 67):

h

b/2n
j

N

N

F4:1 Fig. 4. Distribution of normal stresses in the shell. (Adapted from
F4:2 Kazinczy 1949.)

F5:1Fig. 5. Modelling of the cross-section of shell.
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η ¼ R
!
1

6
φ2
0

"
1 − 1

20
φ2
0

#
þ C1C2

1þ C2

$
ð8Þ

375 where: C1 ¼ 1=3φ2
0ð1−1=10φ2

0Þþh=ð2RÞ, C2 ¼ F0=ðRδφ0Þ, and
376 the moment of inertia of the transverse section of the beam, Izz,
377 with respect to the axial axis y, is determined by the following
378 expression:

Izz ¼ 2R3δ
!
1

45
φ5
0

"
1 − 1

7
φ2
0

#
þ C2

1C2φ0

1þ C2

þ 1

12

"
h
R

#
2

C2φ0

$
ð9Þ

379 The resultant amount for the tractions is located in the centre of
380 masses in the steel’s reinforcement area; while the result of the
381 compressive forces would be located at a distance of 1=5η (Fig. 5).
382 The values of η and Izz follow classical integration techniques
383 for computing the centre of gravity of an object by means of para-
384 metrizations. It is worth noticing the appearance of two terms in the
385 sum for η which correspond to the two geometrically different na-
386 tures in the shell: the first term considers the arc of circle whilst the
387 second is such that it tends to 0 when the radius R becomes larger.
388 As a consequence, η has no dependence on the second term of the
389 sum (and hence on h), at the limit.
390 The calculation of the theoretical distance of the lever arm in the
391 shell and the location of the centre of stresses is thus determined by:

Z ¼ Izz
2Szðs0Þ

ð10Þ

392 The state of equilibrium in the shell is therefore achieved by
393 transferring the stress from the areas under most strain to the
394 areas under least strain; depending on the transverse geometry
395 of the shell, the location of the neutral axis and the various pro-
396 visions made for the reinforcement. The lever arm is obtained
397 by selecting a neutral axis in the cross-section of the shell, to
398 which end the internal stresses are counteracted with the mo-
399 ments due to loads. The area for reinforcement required for this
400 particular state of equilibrium is obtained by basic arithmetic
401 operations.
402 The state of equilibrium thereby obtained is one solution to the
403 problem, but not the only one; in other words, given a cross-
404 sectional geometry, it is possible to study any state of the structure
405 in which equilibrium between the acting forces occurs.

406Transverse Calculation of the Shell

407After determining the neutral axis and the normal forces, Nx,
408Kazinczy determines the tangential forces, Tφx, and the transverse
409bending moments, Mφ, taking purely geometric and equilibrium
410considerations into account.
411The maximum value of the tangential stress is determined by:

Tφx ¼
Qz

Izz
SzðSÞ ð11Þ

412where Qz represents the force of the shear stress on the beam; and
413its value can be calculated in a similar way to the procedure for a
414concrete beam. As a result, the reinforcement area necessary would
415also be obtained immediately [7].
416When analysing an element of the shell (Fig. 6), the equilibrium
417condition must be such that the difference between the tangential
418forces acting in the same direction, Txn and Txðnþ1Þ are of equal
419value to the difference between the forces Nx; or in other words:

Nxn − N 0
xn ¼ Txn − Txðnþ1Þ ð12Þ

420As the result that Nx and Tx is a pair of forces, equilibrium will
421only occur in the event that two tangential forces appear on surfaces
4221 and 2 (Fig. 6), Tφn and T 0

φn. As the values of these two forces are
423also not equal, two other normal forces must therefore appear, Nφn
424andNφðnþ1Þ, acting on sections “Studies of States Of Equilibrium in
425Reinforced Concrete Structures” and “States of Equilibrium in the
426Structural Analysis of Long Cylindrical Roof Shells”, which are
427not parallel since the bands are curved. An external force with a
428specific value, position and direction must therefore appear to fulfil
429the equilibrium. As such a load does not exist, since the pre-
430existing load generally does not meet these conditions, normal
431shear forces Qφ, and the tangential moments, Mφ, they occur in
432sections “Studies of States Of Equilibrium in Reinforced Concrete
433Structures” and “States of Equilibrium in the Structural Analysis of
434Long Cylindrical Roof Shells” of the shell.
435At each point, given the shear stresses, τ x; τ x ¼ τφ, the resulting
436T can therefore be calculated from the result of the forces Tx. To do
437this, when representing a shell element (Fig. 7) in which section
438“Introduction” is the same as that of the maximum moment in the
439shell span, and section “Research Significance” is the same as the
440span located at a distance of 1 m from the previous one, the forces
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F6:1 Fig. 6. State of stress in the shell. (Adapted from Lundgren 1949.)
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441 Tφ on the surface in section “Introduction” are equal to 0, while the
442 shear stresses, τ x, have a triangular distribution.
443 Accordingly, in section “Introduction”: τ xn ¼ τφn ¼ 0, while in
444 section “Research Significance”: τ xn ¼ τφn ¼ 2ðTxn=100dÞ, where
445 d is the thickness of the shell.
446 The shear stress, τ xn, is obtained in a similar way to that of a
447 beam; where in the upper axis of the transversal edge τ x ¼ 0. In the
448 case of shells, the beginning is at the point where the traction rein-
449 forcements are located, i.e.

Tx ¼ Aarmσarm − A 0
armσ 0

arm ð13Þ

450 From this point, and as in the studies carried out by H. Lundgren
451 (Lundgren 1949), the cross-section of the shell can be divided into
452 segments of identical length. The area of the interval is assumed to
453 be concentrated at the centre of the interval, as are the tangential
454 stresses. Instead of finding a single stress, Kazinczy thereby
455 achieves a more accurate approximation than the approach used
456 by Johansen in 1944.
457 The tangential forces are determined in the same way as in the
458 elementary theory of reinforced concrete for beams, in which the
459 shear stresses τ x increase on a linear basis from the point where the
460 moment reaches its maximum, and they reach their maximum value
461 in the supports.
462 The value of the moment of inertia, Izz, for the neutral line and
463 the centre of gravity G of the cross-section is obtained by:

Izz ¼ 2z2 · δΔ ð14Þ

464 where z is the height of each of the intervals in which the cross-
465 section of the shell has been divided; and δΔ is the area of each
466 interval (Fig. 8).
467 As the area of each interval in the arc, δΔ, has been considered
468 as being concentrated at the midpoint, the value of the static

469moment will also be constant and concentrated at the midpoint.
470Likewise, the load q is considered to be uniformly distributed in
471each interval.
472The value of the tangential forces in each interval of the arc, Tφx,
473is obtained by means of expression [11] and the vertical and hori-
474zontal components:

ðTφxÞy ¼ TφxΔy; ðTφxÞz ¼ TφxΔz ð15Þ

475where ðΔy;ΔzÞ are the differences in elevations between the co-
476ordinates of the odd points in each interval in which the arc of the
477shell is divided (Fig. 8).
478Having obtained the components of the tangential forces which
479arise at each point, adding all of them together from interval to in-
480terval gives the values for the horizontal and vertical components of
481the internal forces Ty and Tz, applied at the intermediate points of
482each range. The bending moments caused by these forces and their
483increases in each interval are easily found by determining the differ-
484ent lever arms for each interval, Δz and Δy.
485As a result, the increase in the value of the transverse moment in
486each interval will be defined by the expression:

ΔMφ ¼ TyΔz − TzΔy ð16Þ

487The sum of the various increments, ΔMφ, is used to obtain the
488value of the transverse moments in each interval, starting from a
489null value at the start of the shell.
490In short, both the shear forces and the corresponding necessary
491reinforcement are calculated in the same way as in a concrete beam.
492The transverse moments due to tangential stresses are obtained by
493statics, considering the balance in a transverse strip of uniform
494length subject to the vertical loads acting on it; and the difference
495between the shear stresses in both cross-sections that border the

F7:1 Fig. 7. State of stress for a moment in the maximum span.
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496 strip. This difference is considered to be unitary forces tangential to
497 the cross-section.
498 The results obtained by Kazinczy for the horizontal moments
499 and forces in different types of long cylindrical shells (I, II, III
500 and IV) are shown (Fig. 9).
501 Long cylindrical sawtooth shells have a lever arm with very
502 small internal forces, in comparison with the total overhang, to
503 counteract longitudinal bending. This requires increased reinforce-
504 ment, and diagonal bars near the supports to absorb shear forces
505 greater than those in a normal long cylindrical shell. Meanwhile,
506 the free horizontal upper edge cannot be left unsupported, because
507 it would buckle; it must be supported by columns with a small
508 cross-section supported on the lower edge beam of the adjacent
509 shell, with the increase in reinforcement that this entails.
510 In summary, the theory of elasticity was first used in the struc-
511 tural calculation of long cylindrical shells in Germany in the 1930s,
512 as a result of the work done by the engineers U. Finsterwalder
513 (Finsterwalder 1928, 1932, 1936)9 and Dischinger (1928, 1930,
514 1935, 1936), and later the Norwegian A. Aas Jakobsen (1937,
515 1939, 1940, 1941).
516 These structures, at first, were calculated conservatively using
517 the theory of elasticity. The mathematical formulation provided
518 by the analytical theory was applied to the structural calcula-
519 tion of the long cylindrical shells, without any analysis of the

520characteristics of the new construction material used: reinforced
521concrete.
522However, it was practically impossible to apply elastic theory to
523shells, as this involved solving complex eighth-order differential
524equations, based on unreal hypotheses about the surrounding con-
525ditions and the structural material used. All these hypotheses in-
526volved either assuming real conditions that were impossible to
527ascertain beforehand, or referred to an ideal, homogeneous and iso-
528topic material, when reinforced concrete has none of those proper-
529ties. In any case, it was always impossible to guarantee that the state
530of stress obtained in the shell represented the “real state” of the
531structure. The extreme difficulty involved in mathematically solv-
532ing all these equations also contradicted the way the shell and its
533reinforcement were calculated; as such, all the detailed and com-
534plex mathematical work that had been was rendered irrelevant.
535As a consequence, some insurmountable inconsistencies ap-
536peared between the results obtained from the elastic calculation
537and the results under real conditions and in tests, a question that
538has been tried to demonstrate through the methodological contri-
539bution of G. Kazinczy.
540Therefore, the methodology used by G. Kazinczy turned out to
541be an appropriate, safe and simple analysis method to the calcu-
542lation of this type of structures in comparison with the elastic
543analysis.

M (I)

M (IV)

M (II)

M (III)

R

I

II

III

IV

M (I)=-243kgm

M (II)=-37kgm

M (IV)=+66kgm

M (III)=+436kgm

F9:1 Fig. 9. Horizontal moments and forces in different types of long cylindrical shells. (Adapted from Kazinczy 1949.)
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F8:1 Fig. 8. Geometry of the intervals in which the section of the shell is divided.
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544 From 1950, until the appearance of computers, thanks to the
545 contribution of engineers such as G. Kazinczy, the application
546 of limit analysis with the relevant study of equilibrium systems
547 was what really facilitated the calculation and construction of long
548 cylindrical roof shells. This is how some engineers and architects
549 worked when calculating this type of structure. This was the case of
550 the architect Félix Candela Outeriño (Martínez 2019) and the en-
551 gineer Juan Antonio Tonda (Martínez 2018).

552 Conclusions
553
554 1. The beam method, which Kazinczy applied to the structural
555 analysis of long cylindrical shells, is therefore based on the
556 study of different states of equilibrium. These states of equilib-
557 rium, caused by the adjustment between stresses, are the result
558 of the transverse geometry of the shell that is selected, the
559 location of the neutral axis and the various layouts chosen
560 for the reinforcement. By arbitrarily correcting the slope of
561 the neutral axis and correctly choosing the reinforcement
562 amount, the ideal state of equilibrium is obtained, complying
563 with safety criteria and overcoming compatibility and deforma-
564 tion considerations.
565 2. In the absence of a single solution to the problem, the structure
566 reacts against the action of all the possible loads that may ap-
567 pear, or the possible shortcomings in their foundations, if there
568 are any. The structure will adopt the most appropriate solution
569 involving a distribution of stresses and strains, enabling it to
570 continue to comfortably withstand the external forces which
571 it is subject to in each case. Any state of the structure in which
572 the equilibrium of forces occurs can be studied, meaning that the
573 calculating engineer could focus on studying the safety of the
574 shell in each one. On the other hand, first calculating the state
575 of stresses using the homogeneous and elastic material hypoth-
576 esis, and then replacing the tensile areas with stress-absorbing
577 reinforcement, up to the admissible value of the stress, can result
578 in inefficient shells which are more expensive, since they require
579 excessive amounts of reinforcement.
580 3. The beam method provides an equilibrium solution, which is
581 a safe solution in cases where the shell is made of a ductile
582 material, and in the absence of problems of instability; without
583 any consideration given to the conditions surrounding the
584 shell, which are variable and impossible to determine in many
585 cases.

586 Data Availability Statement

587 All data, models, and code generated or used during the study
588 appear in the published article.

589 Notation

590 The following symbols are used in this paper:
591 A = area of traction reinforcement;
592 Aarm;inf = reinforcement necessary at the bottom of the shell;
593 Aarm;sup = reinforcement necessary at the top of the shell;
594 Fe = reinforcement on the edge of the shell (Fig. 1);
595 G = centre of gravity;
596 Izz =moment of inertia of the transverse section of the beam,
597 for the neutral line and the centre of gravity G;
598 H = resultant of the shear stresses;
599 L = value of the resultant of external forces;

600l = span of the shell;
601M = positive moment;
602Memp = moment of abutment;
603Mz = bending moment due to the load qz;
604Mφ = transverse bending moments;
605mP = transverse moments due to the external load (P);
606mS = transverse moments due to reactions in the pillars;
607mt = transverse moments due to shear forces (t);
608mφ = resulting transverse moment;
609N = resultant of the compressive stresses;
610NX = result of the normal stresses in the longitudinal
611direction of the shell;
612Nxφ = tangential forces in the cross-section of the shell;
613P = value of the external forces acting on the shell;
614P̄ = oblique resultant of the external forces;
615Qz = resulting the force of the shear stress on the beam;
616Qφ = normal shear force;
617qz = value of the vertical resulting from the load per unit of
618length on the axial axis x;
619R = radius of the circumference that defines the shell;
620S= value of reactions in the direction tangent to
621the curve;
622Sl = horizontal component of the reaction;
623Sv = vertical component of the reaction;
624SN = normal component of the reactions in the pillars;
625ST = tangential component of the reactions in the pillars;
626SzðSo Þ = static moment of the area determined with respect to
627the axial axis;
628TA = centre of mass of tensile part (Fig. 2);
629TD = centre of mass of tensile part (Fig. 2);
630TX = tangential forces in the longitudinal direction of the
631shell;
632Tφx = tangential forces;
633t = value of the shear stresses;
634τ x = shear stresses;
635Y0 = distance from centre to neutral axis (Fig. 1);
636Z = specific distance from the point to the neutral axis of
637the cross section of the shell;
638α = angle the arc;
639β = angle the arc that delimits the compressed area of the
640concrete. Neutral axis position (Fig. 1);
641δ = thickness of the shell;
642η = distance between the crown, or upper point of the shell,
643and the centre of gravity of the shell;
644δΔ = area of each interval in the arc;
645σ = maximum compressive stress in the concrete; and
6462φ0 = opening angle of the shell.
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